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Strategic Vision Fund That Tripled in 2020 Favors Xinyi, Yuhong

By Moxy Ying

Strategic Vision Investment’s Value Multiplier Fund, which returned 227% last year, is betting on
stocks like Xinyi Solar and Beijing Oriental Yuhong to capture China mega trends like energy revolution and
industry consolidation.

Ken Xu, who manages the $1.3 billion fund, says Xinyi Solar can achieve at least five times upside in
the next five to 10 years, driven by the solar industry outlook, increased adoption of double-glass solar
panels and co.’s capability to gain market share

Recent analyst downgrade affects short-term sentiment

Combined cost of solar panels and storage is set to fall to an “inflection point” that makes the price of
solar power competitive to traditional electricity in some countries, Xu said, adding that should be a
“strong catalyst” for stocks this year

NOTE: Xinyi Solar, Sungrow Power, Yuhong, Kinlong Hardware and Wuxi Biologics
contributed most of the funds gains last year, Xu said

Xu is also positive on China waterproof materials maker Beijing Oriental Yuhong, saying the industry
leader will gain more market share once China’s government extends quality warranty periods for
waterproof projects

The fund reduced some of its holdings that performed well, buying China Mobile shares last month on
ARPU growth potential, better risk reward and a dividend yield of more than 6.5%

The fund returned 20% and 1.5% in January and February, respectively, Xu said

Related tickers:
002271 CH (Beijing Oriental Yuhong Waterproof Technology Co Ltd)
941 HK (China Mobile Ltd)
968 HK (Xinyi Solar Holdings Ltd)
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